
Kate Hutchinson, theguardian.com:
Grohl is still the ever-charismatic frontman, feeding the crowd lines between songs about hav-
ing a party, how the crowd are “fucking beautiful”, and, of how they want to carry on playing a 
little longer and their audience should stay till the bitter end, “I understand that the EDM tent 
is going to be full…” It’s as if he hasn’t clocked that they are part of the same commercial coin. 
But perhaps there’s hope yet. New song Run from forthcoming ninth album Concrete and Gold 
takes a surprisingly gnarly turn, with a bassline that ploughs sexy new depths and luxuriates in 
some major fretwork in the breakdown, as if Grohl is channeling Led Zeppelin and Queens of 
the Stone Age.

Their vintage songs are the ones that still hit hardest - and those are not just the words of a nos-
talgia bore. They dedicate closing track Everlong to “Laura” - presumably Laura Plane, a teacher 
from Devon, a lifelong Foos fan who recently died after a cancer battle and whose husband 
Grohl had reached out to. As the fireworks fizz in the background, it’s a reminder of the true 
emotional pull the band can have.

+ + + + +

Meanwhile, Foo Fighters frontman Dave Grohl has beaten Adele’s record for the most swear 
words used in a Glastonbury headline performance. According to the NME, Grohl told the 
crowd: “We were doing an interview and someone said, ‘you know you’re not supposed to 
swear - there’s no swearing on Glastonbury’. I was like, what the f*** is that supposed to f***ing 
mean? And then I guess, Adele holds the record for the most f***s in a Glastonbury appearance. 
Now I love Adele, but guess what?” After chanted the F-word with the audience for a while, 
he added: “OK, I think we broke her record - I heard it was 33.” However the crowd pressed him 
further to go beyond the record and Grohl responded: “Dude, shut the f*** up! That’s 34!”

+ + + + +

Thanks to indykid for sharing the HDTV webcast at Dime.
MP3 Version

Glastonbury Festival 
Pyramid Stage

Worthy Farm 
Pilton, UK

June 24, 2017

Dave Grohl - guitar, vocals (drums on Under Pressure)
Pat Smear - guitar
Chris Shiflett - guitar
Nate Mendel - bass
Taylor Hawkins - drums (vocals on Under Pressure)
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Disc 1
01. Times Like These 7:10
02. All My Life 4:51
03. Learn to Fly 5:28
04. Something From Nothing 4:49
05. The Pretender  8:17
06. band introduction 6:01
      Includes Cat Scratch Fever 
      (Ted Nugent), Another One  
      Bites the Dust (Queen) and 
      Blitzkrieg Bop (Ramones)
07. Cold Day in the Sun 3:27
08. Congregation 4:48
09. Walk 6:16
10. These Days 6:36
11. My Hero 10:14
12. Wheels (slow version) 6:29
75 mins

Disc 2
01. Run 8:22

02. This Is a Call 2:14
03. Arlandria 6:33

04. Monkey Wrench 13:28
05. Best of You 13:27

06. Skin and Bones 7:36
07. Under Pressure 6:58

08. Everlong 7:38
67 mins


